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Course Description

The language of watercolor is distinct, consisting of transparent layers of color, crisp brushstrokes and 
edges textured by the glistening white of untouched paper. To handle watercolor is to balance the 
fluidity and the unexpected with the controlled. While watching the alchemy of pigment suspended in 
water form a shape, the choices are myriad. To glaze an additional layer? To add or subtract from a 
wash? To control or let go? These questions are in constant dialog with compositional 
considerations—such as the size, scale and relationship of the shapes—making watercolor a practice 
based in playfulness and chance as well as in keen perception and decisive action. 
 
This course will introduce watercolor as a medium and a process, focusing on its unique characteristics 
and how students can employ them in a personalized way. The course begins with explorations of 
watercolor properties and painting techniques before focusing on assignments that encourage 
individual development through a strategic and responsive approach to painting. Students will paint 
from still life set ups, photographs and the live model. Through group discussions and critiques, students 
will cultivate a classroom community based on dialogue, exchange of ideas and constructive 
feedback. The ultimate goal of the course is not to teach students how to paint in a particular way, but 
rather to enable students to develop a competency in the medium that facilitates their own artistic 
explorations. 

For returning students, the course is an opportunity to refresh and refine studio skills and artistic vision. 
Returning students have the option to do class assignments, variations thereof or independent projects 
in consultation with the instructor. Returning students also may explore gouache, ink, pastel and other 
water-based or dry mediums in combination with watercolor. 

Studio Philosophy

The studio is a positive space for creation. Its community values are collegiality, comfort, curiosity and 
openness, which foster mutual support for experimentation and cultivation of personal vision. 

Supply List
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CAUTION: Make sure you 
buy watercolor paint and 
not gouache paint, which is 
often displayed next to 
watercolors in an art store 

Watercolor Paint

Students may choose the extent of their color palette but should have 
at least one "cool" version and one "warm" version of yellow, red, blue 
and green. 

Students may use either tubes OR pans of paint: 
 For tubes of paint, a 5ml. tube for each color is sufficient. 
 For pans of paint, a half pan for each color sufficient. (Pans generally come in pre-made sets.) 

Recommended brands of watercolor paint are Winsor & Newton Artist Colors, Grumbacher Artist 
Colors, Hobein, Sennelier, Schmince, Old Holland or Utrecht Artists’ Watercolors.

Recommended colors are:

Yellows
 Aureolin Yellow OR Lemon Yellow (a cool, transparent yellow)
 Cadmium Yellow Medium (a warm, semi-opaque yellow)

Reds
 Cadmium Red Medium OR Cadmium Red Light (a warm, semi-opaque red)
 Alizarin Crimson (a cool, transparent, staining red)

Blues
 French Ultramarine Blue (a warm, semi-opaque blue)
 Cobalt Blue (a neutral, semi-transparent blue)
 Phthalo Blue Green Shade OR Winsor Blue Green Shade (a cool, transparent, staining blue)

Greens
 Viridian (a cool, transparent green)
 Phthalo Green Yellow Shade OR Winsor Green Yellow Shade (a warm, transparent, staining 

green)

Optional colors include:
 Payne’s Grey
 Titanium White 
 Cadmium Orange
 Cerulean Blue (a semi-opaque “sky” blue; good for landscapes)
 Earth Colors (good for dulling chromatic colors and for painting organic objects)

o Light Red (an opaque, warm clay-red; good for enriching color mixtures)
o Indian Red (an opaque, blue leaning rust-red; good for mixing dark greys)
o Yellow Ochre (a semi-opaque, warm mustard-yellow; good for mixing rich yellows)
o Raw Umber (a cool brown; good colors mixing darks, greys, greens and earth tones)
o Burnt Sienna (warm rust-brown; good mixing darks, greys and earth tones)

Watercolor Palette
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Students need a (plastic, metal or porcelain) palette large enough to mix colors. Some palettes have one 
large mixing area while others have multiple, segmented areas. If choosing the latter, make sure the 
individual mixing areas are at least 2" square. Palettes with covers are convenient for transportation and 
storage. Recommended palettes are the John Pike Palette and the Mijello Airtite Palette.

Watercolor Paper 

Students may use individual sheets of watercolor paper OR watercolor blocks. They don’t need to buy 
both.

 IF using individual sheets, buy 5 sheets of 22” x 30” (140 lb.) cold press watercolor paper
OR

 IF using a watercolor block, buy 1 block of 9” x 12” (140 lb.) cold press watercolor paper.

Natural white or bright white paper are both fine. Arches and Fabriano are recommended brands. 
Students may need to buy more paper before the completion of the course.

Watercolor Brushes (sable or natural bristle brushes recommended, but nylon brushes are OK for class)

Students should have at least these two brushes:

 1 flat watercolor brush (3/4” or 1”) 
 1 round watercolor brush (size #8)

Other
 1 roll of blue painters tape (1” or wider)…can buy at art store or hardware store
 2 containers for water at least 1 pint or larger in volume (yogurt containers work well)
 1 roll of paper towels 
 1 pencil (HB or #2)

Optional Supplies

These supplies will be described during the first class, and students can then decide whether to buy them. 

 A bag, box or another container for transporting materials. Tool boxes, fishing tackle boxes, art 
supply caddies and tote bags work well.

 1 kneaded eraser
 1 drawing board (23.5” x 26”)…used for taping down sheets of watercolor paper 
 1 pad of tracing paper (9” x 12” or larger)…used to work out drawings for paintings
 1 ruler 22” or longer…used to tear down sheets of paper into small pieces
 1 sketchbook or sketchpad (size or style is personal choice)…used to plan compositions
 1 small bottle (about 75 ml) of watercolor masking fluid…used to reserve small areas of white 

paper in a painting
 1 cheap round nylon brush (size #8 or similar)…used to apply watercolor fluid
 1 rubber cement eraser…used to lift up masking fluid


